Sponsors* and Exhibitors

Visit their virtual exhibits to find classroom resources and more.

Accelerate Learning
Agriculture in the Classroom
American Chemical Society (ACS) - Virginia Chapter
American College of Education
Army Educational Outreach - NSTA
ASM Education Foundation - International, Materials Society
Bio-Rad Explorers
Booksource/Success Matters
Center for the Advancement of Sustainable Energy at James Madison University
CodeVA
DataClassroom*
Discovery Education*
Dominion Energy*
eMediaVA
ExploreLearning
Five Ponds Press*
George Mason University
Learning A-Z

Legends of Learning
miniPCR Bio
National Energy Education Development Project (NEED)
National Institute of Aerospace
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA)
SAVVAS Learning Company*
School Speciality/FOSS*
Science Museum of Virginia*
STEMscopes
Success Matters LLC
Texas Instruments*
Toshiba/NSTA ExploraVision
Virginia Department of Aviation
Virginia Space Grant Consortium*
Virginia Transportation Construction Alliance
Virginia Tech University
VAST
VJAS